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What is Digital Humanities?

“Digital humanities(DH) is an area of scholarly activity at the intersection of computing or 
digital technologies and the disciplines of the humanities. It includes the systematic use of 
digital resources in the humanities, as well as the reflection on their application.” 

- Drucker, Johanna (September 2013). "Intro to Digital Humanities: Introduction". UCLA Center for Digital 

Humanities. Retrieved December 26, 2016.
Terras, Melissa (December 2011). "Quantifying Digital Humanities" (PDF). UCL Centre for Digital Humanities. 

Retrieved December 26, 2016.
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The Digital Humanities Manifesto

“DH can be defined as new ways of doing scholarship that involve collaborative, 
transdisciplinary, and computationally engaged research, teaching, and publishing. It brings digital 
tools and methods to the study of the humanities with the recognition that the printed word 
is no longer the main medium for knowledge production and distribution.” 

- Burdick, Anne; Drucker, Johanna; Lunenfeld, Peter; Presner, Todd; Schnapp, Jeffrey (November 2012). 

Digital_Humanities (PDF). Open Access eBook: MIT Press. ISBN 9780262312097.
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http://whatisdigitalhumanities.com
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http://whatisdigitalhumanities.com/


The Digital Humanities Manifesto

“Digital Humanities is not a unified field but an array of convergent practices that explore a 
universe in which: a) print is no longer the exclusive or the normative medium in which 
knowledge is produced and/or disseminated; instead, print finds itself absorbed into new, 
multimedia configurations; and b) digital tools, techniques, and media have altered the 
production and dissemination of knowledge in the arts, human and social sciences” 
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● Derived from ‘Computational 
Humanities’

● In 1949, Jesuit scholar Roberto Busa
collaborated with Thomas J. 
Watson (IBM Founder) to create 
index of Thomas Aquinas’ works.

source: corpusthomisticum.org

History
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1st and 2nd Wave of Digital Humanities

● The first wave of DH work was quantitative, mobilizing the search and retrieval powers 
of the database, automating corpus linguistics, stacking hypercards into critical arrays
(until the beginning of 2000)

● The second wave of DH is qualitative, interpretive, experiential, emotive, generative in 
character.

From The Digital Humanities Manifesto
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http://www.humanitiesblast.com/manifesto/Manifesto_V2.pdf


Why Digital Humanities matter

source: 4humanities.org9



Why Digital Humanities matter

source: 4humanities.org10



The Number of DH Programs
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source: A Survey of Digital Humanities Programs 2017



Google Trends on DH
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source: Google Trends



Representative DH Journals

● Digital Humanities Quarterly (DHQ)

● Digital Scholarship in the Humanities (DSH)

● Digital Literary Studies (DLS)

● Journal of Cultural Analytics (CA)

● DH Commons Journal (DHC)

● ...
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Global Status of DH Centers

source: dhcenternet.org14

an international network of digital humanities centers 

https://dhcenternet.org/centers

https://dhcenternet.org/centers


Challenges in Digital Humanities

Differences in the language 
used by each discipline05 ● Significant differences between languages and terms 

used by disciplines

Less structured pedagogical 
curriculum04

● Even if DH is derived from humanities computing, its history is not 

long.
● Establishing a systematic pedagogical curriculum will 

take some time.

Mixed DH methodology03
● Due to the nature of interdisciplinary research, DH's methods 

of research are complex and mixed.
● Difficult to establish research methods or frameworks that can be 

reused for other studies

Budget for the DH project02
● DH projects are not recognized as high priority projects 

from many research institutions.
● Maintenance costs for the output of the DH project should not be 

overlooked.

Gaps in technical knowledge01
● The knowledge gaps between computer scientists and 

humanities scholars are enormous.
● Understanding of technology is a key factor in determining the 

scope and budget of the project.
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The Importance of Collaboration for a Successful DH

● Typical DH projects involve computer scientists, humanities scholars, librarians, and 

experts from various subject areas.

● A clear role definition, understanding of project goals and skills is a key success factor.
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Classification of DH Activities

source: Kamposiori, C. (2017). The role of 
Research Libraries in the creation, archiving, 

curation, and preservation of tools for the Digital 
Humanities. Research Libraries UK
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The Taxonomy of Digital Research Activities in the Humanities
(TaDiRAH)

source: dirtdirectory.org18



The Taxonomy of Digital Research Activities in the Humanities
(TaDiRAH)

source: dirtdirectory.org
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Capture
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Technical Methods for DH - Capture

● Capture generally refers to the activity of creating digital surrogates of existing cultural 

artefacts, or expressing existing artifacts in a digital representation (digitization). 

● This could be a manual process (as in Transcribing) or an automated procedure (as in 

Imaging or Data Recognition). Such capture precedes Enrichment and Analysis, at least 

from a systematic point of view, if not in practice.
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Technical Methods for DH - Capture

● Creating and converting digital files

○ Conversion in DH projects is a very frequent process

○ The file format to be converted should be easy to visualize or analyze

○ For image or video file creation, more attention should be paid to resolution and 

format selection.

○ File conversion tools that run in the web are also spreading

○ There are also a variety of command-line-based tools that can convert large files at 

once
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Technical Methods for DH - Capture

● Creating and converting digital files (using high-speed scanner)
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source: Glenbeigh Records Management



Technical Methods for DH - Capture
● Creating and converting digital files (Google Art) – Some claims that this established a 

landmark in DH Research (Selection of image and video format and quality is crucial in DH 
projects)
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Technical Methods for DH - Capture

● Creating and converting digital files
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OxGarage Conversion
http://www.tei-c.org/ege-webclient/

http://www.tei-c.org/ege-webclient/


Technical Methods for DH - Capture

● OCR(Optical Character Recognition)

○ The technology that converts images to text collectively

○ Essential Elements for Digital Conversion of Printed Materials

○ The accuracy differs depending on the quality of prints, language, fonts, etc.

○ In recent years, There has been a significant improvement in accuracy through the use of

technologies such as machine learning and deep learning.
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Technical Methods for DH - Capture
● OCR(Optical Character Recognition)

image source: ABBYY Technology Portal
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The creation and conversion 
of digital files is a core task of 
the DH project.

https://abbyy.technology/en:kb:tip:what_is_ocr


Technical Methods for DH - Capture

● OCR Tools - Tesseract

28

• Supports more than 100 languages. Representative OCR 
software used in various fields
• Extracting texts from digitialized image



Technical Methods for DH - Capture

● OCR Tools - Google Docs
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If you open a text-image file in google docs, it will extract 
the text from it. 



Technical Methods for DH - Capture

● Voice(Speech) Recognition

○ A technology that automatically identifies voice, mainly used to convert voice data to text.

○ A typical case is the automatic generation of subtitles applied to YouTube

○ The technology can convert large amounts of audio material to text at high speed acquired 

through voice archives
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Technical Methods for DH - Capture

● Voice(Speech) Recognition

source: Mary Meeker’s 2017 Internet Trends Report
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• The accuracy of the Voice Recognition has already 
reached its peak(In English).

• This provides new opportunities to analyze voice 
archives.

https://www.slideshare.net/kleinerperkins/internet-trends-2017-report


Technical Methods for DH - Capture

● Gathering data using web crawlers or image capturing tools

○ Web crawlers can be used for automated and systematic collection of information resources in 

web environment

○ Various proprietary crawling solutions and open source tools exist

○ Large-scale crawling data available for DH research

■ commoncrawl: http://commoncrawl.org/

■ Internet Archive wayback machine: http://archive.org/web/
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http://commoncrawl.org/
http://commoncrawl.org/
https://archive.org/web/
http://archive.org/web/


Technical Methods for DH - Capture
● Gathering data using web crawlers or image capturing tools
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http://crawly.diffbot.com/ A tool to collect web resource easily by crawling

http://crawly.diffbot.com/


Technical Methods for DH - Capture
● Gathering data using web crawlers or image capturing tools
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https://scrapy.org/

• You can 
customize this 
crawler to fit 
your needs. 

https://scrapy.org/


Case Studies of DH Projects

● Google Arts & Culture
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https://artsandculture.google.com/

Worthy of your visit!!

https://artsandculture.google.com/


Case Studies of DH Projects
● London Lives 1690 to 1800
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https://www.londonlives.org/

• A fascinating record of crime, 
poverty and social policy in one 
of the world’s greatest cities 
between the years of 1690 and 
1800 

• 240,000 fully digitized 
manuscripts and printed pages 
from 8 London archives, 
supplemented by 15 datasets. 

Worthy of your visit!!

https://www.londonlives.org/


Case Studies of DH Projects
● The Newton Project
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http://www.newtonproject.ox.ac.uk/

• 4.2 million published and 
unpublished words by Isaac Newton.

• Now online as interactive diplomatic 
transcriptions that show every 
addition, change or revision the 
great scholar made to his texts.

• Browsable by subject.

http://www.newtonproject.ox.ac.uk/


Case Studies of DH Projects
● Robots Reading Vogue

38

http://dh.library.yale.edu/projects/vogue/
• Ccompletely digitized and marked 

up as both text and images (over 
2,700 covers, 400,000 pages, 
6TB of data)

• Yale University Library

http://dh.library.yale.edu/projects/vogue/


Case Studies of DH Projects

● Digital Dante by Columbia University (USA)

39
Worthy of your visit !!



Case Studies of DH Projects

● Europeana Project

40
Worthy of your visit !!



Case Studies of DH Projects

● Digital Public Library of America (DPLA) Project

o Inspired by Europeana Success
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Case Studies of DH Projects

● Seungjeongwon Ilgi
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• The compilation of annals of 
the Joseon Dynasty, Korea (a 
documentary heritage on 
UNESCO's Memory of the 
World).



Creation
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Technical Methods for DH - Creation

● Creating things generally refers to the activity of producing born-digital digital objects, 

rather than creating digital objects by capturing and digitizing existing analog objects. 

● Creating can involve writing natural language text (cf. Writing) or, understood more 

broadly as the creation of a string of discrete symbols, it could also concern other 

forms of expression, such as creating executable code (cf. Programming), composing a 

musical score, or creating an image.
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Technical Methods for DH - Creation
● Programming

source: O’Sullivan, J., Jakacki, D., & Galvin, M. (2015). Programming in the digital humanities.

Q) Is software development an element of DH scholarship?
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Technical Methods for DH - Creation
● Programming Language(or Tool) for DH

46

• The iPython is easy to use and a 
popular and useful tool to do DH 
work!



Technical Methods for DH - Creation
● Programming Language(or Tool) for DH

47

• Increased use of R in DH Research



Technical Methods for DH - Creation

● Web Development

○ Web applications are rendered in HTML without exception

○ The output of the DH project is typically implemented and published as a web service

○ Building web applications is a surprisingly easy task in recent years

○ DH-specific CMS is also available
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Technical Methods for DH - Creation
● Web Development Tools

49

• A tool best suited for 
collecting digital resources 
and building a collection



Technical Methods for DH - Creation

● Web Development Tools

50

Representative CMS Tools for Web Service Development



Technical Methods for DH - Creation
● Web Development Tools
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WordPress Plug in: https://prospect.unc.edu/

UNC Digital Innovation Lab

https://prospect.unc.edu/


Case Studies of DH Projects

● Omeka Showcase
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Case Studies of DH Projects
● Rethinking Guernica (Pablo Picasso)
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http://guernica.museoreinasofia.es/cronologia/en/

• A research project which 
compiles and presents 
materials related to the 
painting Pablo Picasso 
produced for the Spanish 
Pavilion at the Paris World’s 
Fair of 1937 and which is 
currently conserved in the 
Museo Reina Sofía. 

http://guernica.museoreinasofia.es/cronologia/en/


Enrichment
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Technical Methods for DH - Enrichment

● Enrichment refers to the activity of adding information to an object of enquiry, by making

its origin, nature, structure, meaning, or elements explicit. 

● This activity typically follows the capture of the object.
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Technical Methods for DH - Enrichment

● Annotating

○ To increase the value of digital contents by inserting comments or metadata, or 

inserting object identification information for text

○ It is possible to insert connection information between independent digital contents

○ An annotator based on collaboration model and an automated annotator based on 

NLP technology are representative.
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Technical Methods for DH - Enrichment

● Cleanup
○ Cleaning up OCR’d data

○ Standardizing abbreviations, spellings and entity names

○ Data cleaning can be time-consuming. But the reward is a data set that can be easily combined 
with a variety of analytical tools.

○ Use cleaning-optimized tools or regular expressions
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Technical Methods for DH - Enrichment

● Data Enrichment Tools: OpenRefine (developed by Google)
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http://openrefine.org/

http://openrefine.org/


Technical Methods for DH - Enrichment

● Data Enrichment Tools: Trifacta
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https://www.trifacta.com/

https://www.trifacta.com/


Analysis
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Technical Methods for DH - Analysis
● Visualization

○ Visualization is one of the most important topics in DH research

○ Because it is the most effective way to deliver the results of DH

○ Despite the difficulty of visualization itself, the study and application of visualization in DH research 

is also steadily increasing.

source: Jänicke, S. (2016). Valuable Research for Visualization and Digital Humanities
Jänicke, S., Franzini, G., & Cheema, M. F. (2015). On close and distant reading in digital humanities
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Technical methods for DH - Analysis

● Visualization Tools

Tableau

Gephi

Cytoscap
e
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https://www.tableau.com/products/desktop
https://gephi.org/
http://cytoscape.org/index.html

https://www.tableau.com/products/desktop
https://gephi.org/
http://cytoscape.org/index.html


Technical Methods for DH - Analysis
● Visualization Tools

63

• Needs to have a programming 
skill to use D3 properly



Technical Methods for DH - Analysis

● Content Analysis

○ Many DH projects place more emphasis on processing and analyzing text

○ DH research on images and video has also become active in recent years

○ An environment that allows easy access to large volumes of multimedia materials that are publicly

available at libraries or public institutions also contributes to the activation of DH research.
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Technical Methods for DH - Analysis

● Content Analysis Tools: voyant-tools
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http://voyant-tools.org

• Provides multiple analysis 
results including visualization 
given a text. 

• Worthy of your try!!

http://voyant-tools.org/


Technical Methods for DH - Analysis
● Content Analysis Tools: WordSeer
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http://wordseer.berkeley.edu/

• A visualization tool 
made for literary 
analysis (UC Berkeley)

• Provides word counts, 
WORD network, 
grammar analysis, 
sentence comparisons, 
etc.

• Available as an open 
source

http://wordseer.berkeley.edu/


Technical Methods for DH - Analysis

● Content Analysis Tools
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https://cloud.google.com/vision/

• Extracts attributes from an 
image (Google API)

https://cloud.google.com/vision/


Case Studies of DH Projects
● Mapping Islamophobia: Visualizing Islamophobia and Its Effects
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http://mappingislamophobia.org/

• Each color-coded dot on this map 
represents an incident or event that 
reflects Islamophobic attitudes

http://mappingislamophobia.org/


Case Studies of DH Projects
● ToposText
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http://ToposText.org

• An indexed collection of ancient texts 
and mapped places relevant the the 
history and mythology of the ancient 
Greeks from the Neolithic period up 
through the 2nd century CE.

http://topostext.org


Case Studies of DH Projects
● Cigarette Citadels
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https://web.stanford.edu/group/tobaccoprv/cgi-bin/map/

• Its initial goal is to pinpoint all the 
factories worldwide, that produce 
cigarettes and provide basic facts 
about them. 

https://web.stanford.edu/group/tobaccoprv/cgi-bin/map/


Case Studies of DH Projects
● WorldMap
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http://worldmap.harvard.edu/

• An open GIS platform so humanities data 
can be connected to the world map 
(Harvard University)

http://worldmap.harvard.edu/


Dissemination
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Technical Methods for DH - Dissemination

● Dissemination means the activity of making objects of inquiry, results of research, or 

software and services available to fellow researchers or the wider public in a variety of 

more or less formal ways. 

● It builds on or requires storing and can include releasing and sharing of data using a 

variety of methods and techniques including the application of linked open data.
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Case Studies of DH Projects
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● Public Domain Collections of New York Public Library
https://www.nypl.org/research/collections/digital-collections/public-domain

• For the data with no copyright 
issue, the whole data or metadata 
are provided as a bulk format. 

• As for metadata sharing, linked 
data format is still preferred.

• The DH research data are 
available in linked data format. 

https://www.nypl.org/research/collections/digital-collections/public-domain


Case Studies of DH Projects
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● China Biographical Database Project (CBDB)
https://projects.iq.harvard.edu/cbdb/home

• A China Biological Database that 
allows one to search any person in 
China History. Harvard provided a 
system and Peking University 
provided the data.  

• All the data, related documents are 
downloadable and the info regarding 
software used is also provided.

https://projects.iq.harvard.edu/cbdb/home


Case Studies of DH Projects
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● Europeana SPARQL Endpoint http://sparql.europeana.eu/

http://sparql.europeana.eu/


Conclusion
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Imbalance of DH 
Curriculum
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source:Sula, C. A., Hackney, S. E., & Cunningham, P. (2017). A Survey of Digital Humanities Programs

Appears to be less focus on Capture, 
Enrichment, and Storage



Conclusion

● Needs to have more focus on areas such as ‘Capture’, ‘Enrichment’, and ‘Storage’.

● Needs to have attention to a generalized technical DH methodology or framework.

● Technical education is important, but it is also necessary for computer scientists to 

think about how to build humanities understanding and skills.
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Sam Oh
samoh@skku.edu

With the help of
Wonhong Jang
(a doctoral student at SKKU)
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